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i clitorial

nlanding readers of Eureka will have noticed that a change has come over the
“irine in the last few years. Whereas once Eureka was definitely a Cambridge

‘eavine, written by Cambridge men and providing a forum for discussion of Cam-
‘ive'n own peculiar problems, it has now lost almost all its bias towards Cambridge.

vould, of course, change overnight with the inauguration of a traditionalist as
itor und I have no doubt that this breath of fresh air owes a lot to a succession of
‘chill editors in recent years.

vial sort of magazine should we be amining for ? If Eureka were published several
vee during the year, the original approach would be essential. As it is at the moment

‘© in yreat scope for broadening its outlook and in recent issues a large numberof
‘ic len have come from outside Cambridge. To some extent I think this mirrors the

«tof the modern Cambridge undergrad who would rather spend an afternoon dis-
eelne the introduction of new courses into the Maths Tripos than the intricacies of

\;chimedeans' constitution. I should also point out that we now have a great many

vier from outside this university to whom its internal affairs mean nothing and on
hoe financial support we rely very heavily for our existence.

vif) (hat LT leave it to readers to voice their own opinions. I or my successor would

-!; oie any written comments or suggestions.

‘inally, | should like to thank all those who have helped mein the past year in the pro-
me tion of this issue, in particular my predecessor C.R. Prior, I. M. Gardiner,

» | McCredie and C. J. Myerscough.

etal Itates: 3s.6d.unless 13s.or more sent in advance in which case accounts
hited at 3s.3d.per issue. (Corresponding dollar rates are 60c.per copy or 55c. if

» (han $2.00 sent)
+ Numbers: few before 1960—xeroxed copies at 12s. 6d.if not available
‘sequen and postal orders should be made payable to 'The Business Manager, Eureka'
ie ronned.  



Inertial Navigation

by Professor M.J. Lighthill

Traditionally navigation of ships, and later, aircraft was carried out by reference to

external objects: the sun and the stars; topographical features; lighthouses,or their

later equivalent, radio beacons. Only in the past twenty years has it become possible

for such a vehicle to be navigated without any external reference. This meansthat its

position can be known with precision by someone in a sealed cabin into which nolight

or other signal from outside the vehicle penetrates.

To see how this is done, consider first a much simpler type of vehicle: a railway train

on a straight horizontal track. Even in a sealed cabin of the train, someonein a for-
ward facing seat feels a force pressing him against the back of the seat while the traii

is accelerating, and a force the other way whenthe train is slowing down. In mechani‘é

we call this an ‘inertial force', and recognise that on any object of mass m ina train

whosean moved from its starting point is X(t) there acts an inertial force
—mX(t).

Thus if x measures position in a frame of reference moving with the train, the relation

of the ordinary forces F acting on the massto its total acceleration ¥ + X can be

written

mx = F— mx,

if the mX is taken to the right-hand side. This showsthat the effect of acceleration of

the frame of reference is exactly as if an external force, the inertial force —mX, actfi

on the mass. If this force is measured by the extension it causes in a Suitable spring,
the acceleration X can be inferred (actually, a well chosen spring-mass combination

on these lines can be quite a good 'accelerometer') and a double integration, starting

from given initial conditions, can be performed by automatic means to deducethe
position X.

Admittedly, no-one would need to uSe that method for a navigation problem as simple
as that of a train on a straight horizontal track! Is there, however, a possibility of

extending it to vehicles that pitch and heave and roll as they pursue complicated patlia

in three dimensions ?

At first sight you might think that the same method can apply in three dimensions,
except that the vehicle position is now a vector X(t) and so is the inertial force —mX(t)

The sealed cabin might contain three accelerometersin fixed mutually orthogonal
directions to measure the components of X, which could then be doubly integrated to
give X.

You can see, however, that this would be useless if the accelerometer directions were

fixed relative to the pitching and rolling cabin, because at every instant they would be

measuring components of X in directions themselves subject to continual change in a
way unknown within the sealed cabin. An important further difficulty is that any mass
m is subject to a gravitational force mg, which must be subtracted from the total mea

sured force to give the inertial force —mX(now that this is no longer just horizontal),

and the direction of g also is unknownwithin the cabin.

Almostall the different solutions to these difficulties, that have been brilliantly thoug|!
out (notably by Draper in the U.S.A.and by Ishlinsky in the U.S.S.R) and developed so
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se (0 make ‘inertial navigation’ a reality have one feature in common. They involve a

space-stabilizedplatform’ in the vehicle, so engineered that it maintains a prescribed

sientation in space however muchthe vehicle maypitch and roll around it. Out of

‘nie wide variety of inertial navigation methods, including many diverse ways os

“euineering the platform, I shall describe one particular method of notable interest and

Siewance.

i iim method the platform is caused always to remain horizontal, and to keep a fixed

sientation relative to true north and east. Three accelerometers fixed on the plat-

hn) measure the components of acceleration in the northward, eastward and upward

Hivections, from which, with known initial conditions, changesin latitude, longtitude and

siiitide are automatically calculated—provided that a clock is available to give infor-

sation on how much the earth has rotated beneath the vehicle since the journey

ayled! The subtracting of the force mg is straightforward sinceg has magnitude

*sewn us a function of position and actsalways in the direction of the vertically

“eaeuring accelerometer.

tt te the wonderful properties of modern gyroscopesthat have made it possible to

watid a platform that does this trick of remaining horizontal and fixed in orientiation

sithough attached to a pitching and rolling vehicle. To understand their role, consider

sow one would be used to solve a simpler problem: suppose that we have a fixed hori-

sental turntable in the laboratory and wish to mount it on a horizontal platform in

“sel a way that an arrow markedon the platform will always point north whatever

stion may be taken to rotate the turntable beneath it with randomly varying angular

stoeity which somehowis controlled so as to be equal and opposite to that of the

hopatable!

for (hin purpose the platform must carry a device which senses if the platform starts

+) turn at all and immediately sends a signal to the motorto turn it back in the oppo-

‘jie sense. This is the principle of 'negative feedback’ that is the staple technique of

‘ye control engineer. An excellent choice for the sensing device is the modern single-

seree-of-freedom flotation gyroscope. The basic simplicity of its conception has

~iped in allowing it to be engineered to an extraordinary degree of precision.

ihe external shape of the 'gyro unit’ is of something like cylindrical shape, and in the

»seeent application would bemounted with its axis horizontal. Pivoted about that hori-

sonlal axis on jewelled bearings inside the external case is the 'syro element', whose

‘wetion is to signal, when the platform has turned about its vertical axis, by itself

eteryvoing a small angular deflection a about its horizontal axis. The gap (a small

‘action of a millimetre) between the internal gyro element and the external case of

‘se wyro unit is filled with a special oil of extreme purity, free of any minute bubbles

» eolid particles.

/he density of this oil is so chosen to be exactly equal to the mean density of the gyro

‘ement; the weight of the gyro element is then exactly balanced by its buoyancy, and

‘vevefore puts no load on the delicate pivots. The gyro element can be said to be sup-

sted by 'flotation' in this liquid. At the same time the viscosity of the oil is so

een as to provide an exactly linear damping couple—Da@ resisting any change in the

evtar deflection a.

/ ious ingenuity has been lavished on the 'gyro element', which contains inside

self (he rotor—a rotating mass of metal of complicated shape spinning at an enormous

sulur velocity such as 400 revolutions per second. The speed is kept very accurately

setant by meticulous ball-race design and by the precision of the frequency of the

‘e+ ating-current supply to the synchronous motor inside the gyro element; however,

-4t cure has to be taken to give the electrical leads, which penetrate the flotation

“1 (9 supply the motor, such flexibility that their presence negligibly modifies the

wile resisting changes in a. The complexity of shape of the rotor is aimed at making
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its angular momentum aslarge as possible (figures as great as 1m?kgs~! are
achieved, in grapefruit-sized gyros) while making the whole gyro element asresistan

to deformation as possible.

If the platform is being given a varying angular deflection 16(t) about a vertical axis,
the rotor's horizontal angular momentum H is being swung round at an angular velocity

6, generating angular momentum in a horizontal direction at right angles (that is, about

the gyro-unit pivot axis) at a rate H6. The corresponding reaction on the gyro element

itself is an equal and opposite couple H6, the so-called ‘precessional couple’. It is
balanced primarily by the resisting couple —D@ of the viscous oil, so that if a = @ = 0

initially then a continues to measure departures of @ from zero accordingto the lineas

relationship a = Hé/D.

Thus the negative feedback required to ensure that 6 is kept as close as possible to
zero must be a feedback which causes the motor on the turntable to apply a twisting

couple to the platform depending in a negative sense on a;that is, tending to reduce @

when a is positive and increase it when a@ is negative. To this end, an electromagneti¢
pick-off on the gyro unit generates an electric signal proportional to a (reflecting

changes in the phasesof the alternating current, induced in small coils clustered
around the gyro-unit pivot by coils opposite them in the gyro-element, when the latter

turns aboutthe pivot), and this signal is passed through special control circuitry
whence a signal determining the twisting couple emerges. The special control-cir-

cuitry is designed accordingto the interesting 'stability theory' of control systemsto

provide stably the necessary rapid reduction of a (and therefore also of 6) to zero.

An important feature of the system described above is that a always remains very
small indeed, which is most desirable for keeping gyro performance good and cor-

rectly describable by simple, tractable linear equations. In fact, when we are posed

with the different problem, not of keeping @ as close as possible to zero but of making

the angular velocity @(t) take as closely as possible some externally prescribed form

1w(t), then the system described above is unsatisfactory becauseall sorts of difficul-

ties follow whenever a is allowed to depart significantly from zero, However,a modi
fied form of the system solves this modified problem.

In this modified form, the pivot opposite to the pivot around which the electromagnetic

pick-off coils are clustered is surrounded by similar opposing clusters of coils which

enable a small couple to be applied tending to turn the gyro-element within the gyro-
unit. By making this couple equal to —Hw, which supplements the precessional couple
H6 and the viscous damping couple —Dd, and by using the same negative feedback
system tending to annul a as before, we see that 6 is forced to be close to w and,

indeed, that the difference 6 — J‘wat is equal to Da/H andtherefore itself is kept very

close to zero.

Another interesting modification of the basic gyro concept is the type of accelerometer

called PIG ('pendulous integrating gyro'), which can give more accurate results than
the mass-spring type mentioned at the beginning of this article. In a PIG the centre
of gravity of the gyro-element has been displaced: although still on the spin axis of the

rotor, it lies at a distance /, say, from the axis on which the gyro-elementis pivoted;
hence the name 'pendulous'. The gyro is accordingly sensitive to acceleration in the

direction of the input axis: from the associated inertia force, plus the gravitational

force in cases like that discussed above whenthe input axis is vertical, giving a total

force F, there results a couple F supplementing the precessional couple H@. In this

case the negative feedback system tending to annual a@ leaves the angle @ satisfying the
equation H@é + F/ = 0,so that this angle @ through which the motor turns the system

takes a value proportional to the integral of F with respect to the time; hence the name

‘integrating gyro'. Often the time integral of an acceleration component (corrected in
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‘ie case of a vertical component for gravity effect) is a very useful quantity to have

wieusured.

Ve are now ready to get an idea of how the space-stabilised platform inside a vehicle

‘orks. We saw that its function is to carry three accelerometers, responsive to ac-

elevations in the northward, eastward and upward directions. At the sametime,it
ivvies three gyros. In particular, in order to maintain its horizontal condition, there

1/6 (wo gyros, responsive respectively to twists about the northward and eastward
lirections.

‘ou might imagine that their function would be to cause any such twists to be annulled,
ini careful thought shows that for a platform on a vehicle moving over the surface of
‘le wlobe to stay horizontal, a twisting about the northward axis (for example)is

seeded at angular velocity equal to v/R, where v is the eastward velocity (directly
siousured by a PIG accelerometer as the integral of the eastward acceleration) and R

(he distance from the centre of the earth. Accordingly, it is the modified type of

yo deseribed above that can make the angular velocity to which it is sensitive follow

ery closely some externally prescribed form, which is needed to govern the twisting
soul both the two horizontal axes. Howeverthe third gyro needed is of the unmodified

‘ype, and its function is simply to prevent twist about the vertical.

i (his fully three-dimensional case there are geometrical complications in the

‘+ ungement of the three motors needed to drive the platform and maintain its orien-

‘al(ion as the vehicle moves. (These motors replace the single motor mounted on the
‘ivutable in my simple descriptive example.) The arrangement neededis called a
etimbal mounting.

i) (his arrangement the platform is twisted about the vertical by motor no. 1, which is
sounted on a frame that is itself twisted about a perpendicular axis by motor no. 2,
stich in turn is mounted on a frame twisted about an axis perpendicularto the latter

sain by motor no.3. The negative feedback control system, aimed at ensuring that the

siule a for each of the three gyros on the platform remains always very close to zero,
'e in these circumstances somewhat intricate. There is a direct negative feedback of

ie « signal from the gyro responsive to twist about the vertical into motor no.1, but
“sare complicated signals into the other two motors.

\;tually, if the vehicle were keeping fairly close to a straight path, and only pitching

and rolling and yawing about that by angles of ten or twenty degrees, it would be pos-

sible for the axes of twist of motors nos. 2 and 3 to remain close enough to the north
wl east directions respectively for a system to be satisfactory in which they derive

‘heir negative-feedback signals from the gyros responsive to twists about the north

wil east directions respectively. The 'control loops' would cooperate to keep the

site a for each of the three gyros very small indeed in this case.

iy (he actual system, which must operate under a wider range of conditions, the control
ioope are 'coupled', in the sense that the signals into motors nos. 2 and 3 involve linear
siibinations of the a angles from the different gyros, the coefficients depending on the

ssulen between the three frames of the gimbal mounting, which are themselves con-

‘iously measured by electromagnetic pick-offs. Since however the effectiveness of
‘he newative feedback system is not very sensitive to the exact magnitude of these
vefficients, this is not one of the parts of the overall system that has to operate to

high precision.

it ie, in fact, the gyros themselves whose enormously high precision (in certain cases

jiowing angular errors to creep in at as low a rate as a thousandth of a degree per

jue) has made inertial navigation a reality. Some of the developments for this pur-
Howe Were very ingenious: for example, the replacement of the jewelled pivot and

vearing by electromagnetic suspension, using the samecoils to centre the gyro ele-
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ment within its external case as are being used for pick-off and couple-application
purposes!

There is great scope for exciting and interesting applied mathematicsin inertial-
navigation research and development: in problemsof the estimation and minimisation

of those errors in the gyro responsethat result from the many effects neglected inthe

above greatly simplified account, including a full treatment of the rigid-body dynamivs

and proper account of the effects of elasticity; in problems of estimating errorsin the

system as a whole, due to many effects such as deviation of earth's gravity from cen

central-field-of-force conditions; and, above all,in the subtle and delicate control-
engineering mathematics that lies at the heart of the whole technique.

A Triangular Problem

B 30

 

  
Ee AB = AC

6
20 Find a using geomet)

answer p. 30
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lhe Marriage Problem

by D.N. Grey

\, hypothesis is as follows. In life one is to meet successively a number N of women

‘ivible for Marriage, and at each encounter one must decide whether or not to marry

| knowing her 'marital value'. The marital values of different women are assumed

© independent random variables with a common known density function f(x). The

-ahlem is to find the strategy which maximises the expected marital value of one's

sen wife. Divorce and polygamy do not exist and a rejected candidate cannot be

-onuidered. Two models are considered here,using different assumptions on the

shie of N.

Model 1: N fixed, known

‘ie problem is one of dynamic programming. Let Vy = expected value obtained by

joouing optimally from a sequence of n.

jjpone we have a sequence of n + 1 to choose from. Then we will choose X,,the first,

and only if, X, is greater than the expected value obtained by choosing optimally

son the remaining n,i.e. the strategy is accept or reject X, according as X,> or

tt

‘ie expected value thereby obtained is

Vawi = E(max(Xj, Vy)) (1)

‘ile isa recursion formula for the constants V,, with starting value V; = EX,. So

/4) the case where N is fixed and known,the strategy to be adopted is: At stage n

».vept or reject according as X,> or <Vy-n (1 <n < N—1) and the expected value

thereby obtained is Vy

se |V,) is increasing (by(1)), 4Vy—nt is decreasing, one becomesless discriminating

/one's choices are narrowed.

way of example, in the case of f(x) = e-X (x > 0), the recursion formula (1) is

 
Vinti = Vn + e-Yn

Maatel 2.» Na random variable

‘eyarding the encounter of an eligible woman as a transient recurrent event N will

ve weometric distribution,i.e.

P[N = n] = (1— p)p n=0,1,2,.. (0<p<1)

here» is a parameter depending on the individual and his circumstances. Because

/ ihe ‘lack of memory’ property of this distribution, the strategy to be adopted at

i eneounter will be the same, and will take the form : accept or reject according

or -V where V is the expected value to be obtained by optimal choice. Because

here ina finite probability 1—p of not meeting an eligible woman, one must assign a

sue, w.l.o.g. zero, to bachelorhood.

  



At the start, there are three possibilities:

a) with probability 1— p,no encounter: value zero

b) with probability pP(X > V), encounter and acceptance: expected value
E(X | X>V).

c) with probability pP(X > V), encounter and rejection, in which the process stirt*
again: expected value V.

Hence V satisfies

V = pP(X > V)E(K |X >V) + pP(X< V)V

i.e. V = pE(max(X, V)), which is to be solved for V.

In the case f(x) = e~* (x = 0), this equation becomes

(1-p)V = pe”
I leave it to the reader to explore other interesting variations, such as uncertainty (vi
encounter) in marital value, or the possibility of meeting a female mathematician whi
has adopted a counter-strategy.

Two Problems

1. Transsylvania may be regarded as the complex plane C. Suicides have been buried

at integer points p + iq, where pq = 0 or (p,q) = 1. A vampire travels about C by
night, with range v/night, terrorizing the inhabitants, but must rest during the day in
a suicide's grave. Show that

1) Ifv< V2 there are graves he cannotvisit.

2) If v <2 there are safe points for the inhabitants.

3) Show that for no finite v are there no safe points.

2. Complete the magic square using the remaining integers less than 16.
(A square is magic if the sums of the entries in each row and column are the same

the diagonals need not possessthis property.)

6 1 16 11

2

7 13

8

answers p.30
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‘\ Moving Story

, \, Andrews and N.J. Davis

‘iors equations with delight

‘| all your dreams both day and night

i when you're tiring of these games
‘e+ (he lot to moving frames

When dealing with the earth's nutation
you here encounter more frustration

lcause you're answer isn't quite

what the stars proclaim is right.

To help you all God did arrange
to live a Frenchman called Lagrange.
His holonomics were such great fun,

you q'd all day for one equation.

rX mv is a vector;

to prove this takes you one whole lecture;
and when you've got these vector moments,

guess what? Yes, then you take components.

Moving axes are a farce,

and tops rotate about their r's;

it's all right when they justprecess,
but otherwise we're in a mess.

There is no needto pull. a face

at rigid bodies in free space:

to solve you have this simple code -

"Polhode rolls on Herpolhode"

If your body has a cone

it's best to leave it well alone;

but if you're trying to coerce her

stick to principles of inertia.

Now if you think we're tongue in cheek
come and join with us next week.

Then you'll see that these polemics
sum up the lectures on Dynamics.  



Double Six

by W.L. Edge

Professor at Edinburgh University

Despite the prevalent opinion that no one nowadays knows any geometry it is perhaps

permissible to hope that there are still a few people aware that 4 lines in[3]- [n|ia
a standard notation for n-dimensional projective space - have 2 transversals. If, then,

a,b,c,d,eare 5 lines which all meet a line f', any 4 of them have a second transversa!

besides f': there are 11 lines.

a b c d e

a' b' c" d' e! f'

Then T, the theorem of the double-six, states that a',b',c',d', e' have a commontran#

versal f: there are 2 sextuples of lines; each line meets 5 of the complementary sex

tuple but is skew to every other line. Indeed a,b,c, d,e,f' lie on a cubic surface F.

For such a surface - the left-hand side of its equation being a quaternary cubic

composed of 20 terms - can be found to satisfy 19 independent linear conditions; andat
most 19 ensure that F contains the 6 lines: 4 for f' and thereafter 3 for each of a,b, ¢,
d,e. And F contains 27 lines among which are 36 double sixes. This figure, with its

group of 51840 permutations that admits representations of degrees 40 and 45 as well
as 27 and 36, must be one of the most thoroughly flogged horses to run in our mathems
tical literature.

 

But T itself can be proved, was indeed proved (1) in 1911, without mentioning F or the —

other 15 of its 27 lines. This proof, depending only on properties of lines and quadric#, —

was incorporated by its discoverer in a standard text (3, p. 159); but he came to
appreciate that a less artificial proof might ensue on projecting a figure onto [3] from
[4]. He eventually devised this proof and published it (2) in 1920. Its naturalness and
inevitability are consequent on 3 lines in [4] having a unique transversal, so that 4

lines in [4] yield a double-four consisting of the lines themselves and the transversals
of their 4 sets of 3.

 

If lines in [4] intersect so do their projections onto [3] from a point 0; so the projection
of a double four V in [4] is a double four in [3] - no additional intersections arise if
0 is "of general position". But 4 lines in [3] belong to an infinity of double fours, each
set of 3 having not merely one but an infinity of transversals. The crux is that a

double four in [3] is not, in general, the projection of one in [4]; one half a,b, c,d has
transversals e',f'; theother half a', b', c', d' transversals e, f;for v to be a projected

double four it is necessary for one of e,f to meet one of e',f': say - a mere matter of

labelling - e must meet f'. Then the geometryof those planes (4, p. 123) through 0
that meet the halves of V implies that e' meets f, and this is T.

The main purpose of this article is to signalise the extension, Grace's extension,of
this theorem of the double six; and then to ask readers to consider whether, and in what!

circumstances,his extension is itself extensible. When 6 lines a, b, c,d, e,f in [3] have
a transversal t the application of T to the quintuples amongthe 6 lines produces lines

u, V, W, X, y, Z that complete double sixes. Grace's extension G saysthat these last six

lines have a common transversal. The originality and brilliance of Grace's paper(6)
are proverbial. He proves a theorem about linear complexes, or screws. A screw can
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. specialised to consist of all lines meeting a given directrix line, and when all the

‘ows of a certain set are so specialised G is a property of their directrices.

ie Grace figure is symmetrical in the sense that the 6 lines which emerge by apply-

4) ‘I to quintuples amongu, Vv, w, x, y,Z are the original a,b,c, d,e,f. Each of these

\\ples includes 15 sets of 4 lines having a single transversal accompanyingthat of

4. whole sextuple; and this, as the description of T itself shows, meets 2 lines of the

‘ev sextuple. So one builds a figure of 12 + 2 + 30 = 44 lines, each of the 12 meeting

of the 32 and skew to the other 16 (10, p. 165).

-ometers prefer to discuss properties of lines in [3] by using Klein's mapping: a

| |) correspondence, without any exceptional elements, between the lines of [3] and

4. points of a non-singular quadric in [5]. All these matters - T itself, Grace's
‘onion G and his general result of which G is a special instance - can be described

‘ovrms of the geometry in [5]. Many would regard this as a simplification; some

 

iefuils follow p.58 of (4).

here emerge, by omitting in turn each of 7 lines with a common transversal, 7 of

4, 4cee's lines. Do these have a commontransversal too? The consensus,if one may

., describe the opinions of people so few in number as competent to hold one,is that

4ey do not. But then, if not, are there particular sets of 7 lines for which they do ? One

4 (acitly supposed that the customary field C of complex numbers underlies the

-ometry: the very fact that 4 lines in [3] have 2 transversals would not be true if a
sadratie did not have 2 zeros; in this context particularisation means imposing some

_oometriecal restriction over C. But one can also base the geometry on a different

id, say on a finite field GF(q) where q is a powerof a prime;is there a Grace

‘ounion over GF(q), and does it, if existing at all, extend? Some approach to these

sallers has been made by a young Australian geometer(7, 8, 9) and, as is to be expected

Wl) (inite fields, some fascinating figures appear. Of course, since a line consists of

iy q | 1 points, the lowest values of q are irrelevant; no double six could occur unless

’ | 5.

‘tue muy, whatever field lies at the base of the geometry, take 5 planes, no 4 concurrent.

‘iim pentahedron P has 10 vertices, each opposite to one of 10 edges; 3 lines join any

-:(ex v to those on the opposite edge, i.e. to the intersections of this edge with the

/ plunes meeting at v;these 15 lines lie 3 in each of the 5 planes, those in any one being

‘he diivonals of the quadrilateral in which this plane is intersected by the others. All

4. lines lie on a cubic surface D, Clebsch's diagonal surface. They are indeed those

“sone 27 residual to a double six A on D,A existing provided that the roots of

. | L are in the field; the real field itself will serve. The 10 vertices of P are

++ hardt points on D,a point on a cubic surface being so named if it is the concurrence

' ) coplanar lines though, in fact, such points were noted by Cayley so long ago as

‘aa. Since there is a projectivity imposing any one of the 120 permutations on the

‘anen of P it follows that A is invariant under a group of 120 projectivities; it is a

imsenmide double six (5).

he equation x2 = x + 1 is also soluble in GF(4), the smallest field to permit the

‘etence of a double six; and the corresponding cubic surface H has a perhaps unex-

‘(od symmetry. For GF (4), like every field of characteristic 2, provides a geometry

» which the 3 diagonals of any plane quadrilateral concur, the 15 lines that were on D

‘ford not 10 but 15 Eckardt points on H. Indeed P is now only one of 6 pentahedra; the

situal double six A is now invariant under a group of 720 projectivities, and H is a

‘iayonual surface in sextuplicate. The left-hand sides X, Y, Z,U,V of the equations of

‘ices of P are linearly dependent so that one may take

xX +¥Y +Z2+U+V=0 Then H,like D, is

X34+Y¥3+Z73+U3+V3=0
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and contains the 15 lines with equations such as

A=Y¥+A4A=U+V=0

But, over GF(4), this is the same line as

X=(K+Y)+(K+Z)=(K ++ (KG V)=0 ’

and the pentahedron whosefaces are

X=0, X¥+Y=0, K¥+2Z2=0, X¥+U=0, X¥+V=0

has precisely the same properties as P;the left hand sides of these 5 equations sum )

identically to zero, and the sum of their cubesis, identically over GF(4),
X3+Y¥3+2Z34+U34+YV3.

But all this is far less than half the story, indeed only one thirty-sixth of it. All 36
double sixes on H are projectively equivalent. The 15 lines on H residual to any one«!
its double sixes lie by concurrent threes in 15 planes, faces of 6 pentahedra every jiiiii

of which share a commonface. Those projectivities for which H is invariant form4

group of order 25920, transitive on the 36 double sixes;H consists of 45 points, every
one an Eckhardt point (7, p. 87).

Scrutiny of the geometry over the smaller fields discloses that there is no double si»

when q = 5, no Grace extension when q = 7, 8. If q = 8 the lines u,v, w, x, y, z do appen:
but (9, p. 355)they are concurrent, generators of a quadric cone, so that the question«/
their having a common transversal does not arise. Although the complete Gracefijii:
involves lines met by 16 others this need not inhibit investigations for every q< 15;
certain coincidences among the 16 points are permissible. For example: if q = 9

every line consists of 10 points. The Grace figure does exist; each of the 12 sets of !#

collinear points reduces to a hexad, reckoned twice, and its residual tetrad. This tetra
is harmonic, and overa field of characteristic 3, and so over GF(9) in particular, such
a tetrad admits not merely 8 but 24 self-projectivities. Some of the Grace figures ma)

have interesting groups of automorphisms; but beyond all this the outstanding questivi
still poses itself. Over which fields, and in which special circumstances,if any, is
there an extension of G?
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[he Quadratic Equation

Ii. A. Maxwell

‘ile note is written with a moral: that those of us who cannot produce the great dis-

+4

 
:

ories of mathematics (and we are the majority) may nevertheless both find and give

‘sanure by surveying the familiar scene from fresh viewpoints. It is unlikely that

vat [have to say is new, but I have not myself seen it in print.

quadratic expression

ax2 + 2hx +b

ay be written in matrix form

/
xX ax

hee x= x : ~( ~)

() h—2z b

 

hie matrix a is usually taken to be symmetrical, so that A = 0; this, indeed defines the
‘aly ix of the quadratic expression. Suppose, however, that we ‘adopt the alternative
svention that a is chosen to be singular. Then

ab — (h + X) (h—2X) = O,

thi X = +v(h?2 — ab)

» assume that h?2 — ab = 0.

he quadratic equation

~
~ R I = 

vertainly satisfied if

ax =
sat

‘‘uking the positive square root)

a h + v(h2 — ab) /x
=0.

— v(h2 — ab) b 1

he benpective rows give the equations

ax +{h+v(h2—ab)} =0,

{h— v(h2— ab)}x+b=0.
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Now these two relations for x are the same, Since a is singular (or by a simple inde-
pendent calculation).

Hence x’ax = 0 is satisfied by

xa rbt v(h2 — ab)
a
 

{
and, similarly, by

 A =
_ —h— v(h? —ab)

a

Problem for Poultry Farmers

The chicken was twice as old when when the day before yesterday was tomorrow today
was as far from Sunday as today will be when the day after tomorrow is yesterday
as it was when when tomorrow will be today when the day before yesterday is tomor-
row yesterday will be as far from Thursday as yesterday was when tomorrow was
today when the day after tomorrow was yesterday. On what day was the chicken
hatched out ? (answerp.31)

(acknowledgements to Eureka 1940)
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li's a Plot!
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 k if
iin (he pairs of dots marked similarly (i.e. A to A, B to B, etc.) using four lines
tc li do not cross or touch at any point. The routes must follow the lines of the grid,

sol may not pass through any of the lettered dots.

                
 

Ihe Archimedeans

in expected, the Society again had a very successful year, with good attendance at
) meotings. Professor E.C. Cherry's talk on 'Ideas and Images' and Professor R.A.

vanhin's address 'Marriage by Permutation in Primitive Societies' were particularly
‘srenting. Dr.B.J.Birch gave us a fascinating account of 'Theorem's I would like to
ve’ und Professor M.W. Thring's inspiring lecture 'The Design of Robots to

lieve Hluman Beings from Repetitive Work' was accompanied by a film of some of
‘obots he had produced. The tea meetings proved very popular and notable talks

re uiven by Dr.A.J.Casson, Dr.J.T. Knight and Dr.J.C.P. Miller.
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The bookshop is flourishing, the music and bridge groups have met regularly and thepuzzles and gamesring has continuedto thrive. The computer group has had an active
year. As well as the usual visit to the Mathematical] Laboratory there wasa visit toLC.L.

This year's speakers include Professor E.C. Zeeman, Professor B.H.P.Rivett and
Dr.Imré Lakatos. There will be the usual careers meeting and a problems drive
against the Invariants has been arranged for February. There will also be a visit to
the Rutherford Laboratory, Harwell and a course of Philosophy seminarsis being
arranged.

Any suggestions of possible changes or improvements in the Society's activities are
most welcome and can be made directly to the Secretary or via the suggestion's book
in the Arts School.

Oliver Reid, Secretary

Ships and Eigenvalues

by D. Rees

Professor at Exeter University

One of the most characteristic features of good mathematics is the way that arguments
belonging to one branch of mathematics are used with effect in quite a different
branch. A very good exampleof this is the original proof by Wielandt and Hoffman of
what is now knownasthe Wielandt-Hoffman inequality in the theory of eigenvalues of
real symmetric matrices (or, indeed, normal complex matrices). The basis of this
proof is a simple argumentfirst used in the study of routing of cargo ships.

One of the first, if not the first, problems, which are now subsumed under the nameof
Linear Programming, was the so-called transportation problem. The original form of
this was the following. A number of ships are stationed at ports Py,++0, Pp, a; Ships
being stationed at port Pj. These ships are required at n other ports Q,,.--,Qn,; bj

m n
ships being required at Qj; and by fortunate chance » a; = »; bj- The distance from

| i=1 j=1
P; to Q; is dij nautical miles. The problem is to move the ships in such a waythat the
total distance sailed is a minimum.

Let us now put this problem in mathematical form. Let the variable x:; denote theinumber of ships moved from P; to Qj. The variables Xj; must satisfy the equations

xij = aj i= 1,.6.,™

LJ T
h
s

8

2, Xi = b; j=1,0:4,n

1=1
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' uddition the values of the x;; should be non-negative integers, but we will forget

ihoul the latter part of this statement for the moment. Theproblem is to minimise
‘lie function 2d;;x;;, Subject to these conditions. Such a minimum exists since range
( values of the x;; permitted defines a bounded closed subset of the space of mn
liimensions. I want to show that among the points where this minimumis attained is

‘(| least one whereall the Xij take integer values.

‘mong the points where 2dj;;x;; takes its minimum value choose one with as few of the
‘,, different from zero as possible. Suppose that N of the xjj are non-zero andthat the
olution is

Xj = Uij .

Ve first note that although we have m + n equations amongthe constraints, any one of

‘hem is a consequence of the rest, and so we can remove one of them. Put all the vari-
‘les for which the uj; are zero equal to zero. We arethen left with m+ n—1
yuutions in N variables. Now suppose that N > m+n-—1. Then the system of equa-

‘ions has a family of solutions of the form

xij = yy t+ tvij LB las,OS 1, cay

vere t varies and, firstly, Vij is zero whenever Uji is zero and secondly, at least one
{ the vj; is non-zero. Now it is clear that if |t| is small enough,all the x4j will
‘enin non-negative, and further, because 2djjx;j takes its minimum value at xjj = ujj,

UdijXij — Udijy] + t2dijVij > 2djij

and hence 2dijVij = Q.

Now by letting t increase or decrease from zero we can make one of the x;j for which

\\; Is not zero, become zero,and at the same time,those x;j; for which uj ig zero
feniuin zero and the other uj; remain non-negative. Further the value of 2djXij
femains equal to its minimum value, since 2d,;v;; = 0. Thus we have made one more
*;; equal to zero, contradicting the definition of N. Hence we must have N <m+n-—1l1.

Now arrange the numbers u;; in m rows and columns. Since we must have either
“ 2m or N < 2n, there must be either a row or a column containing only one non-

sero wy. Since the sum of the variables in a row or a columnis an integer, the value

of this ‘aniable is an integer. Remove the variables in this row or column and adjust
‘he equations accordingly. The number N of non-zero uj; and m + n — 1 are both

decreased by 1. Repeating the argument, or using induction, we seethat all the Uij
have integer values.

‘ow suppose that we take m = n and a; = b; = 1 for alli,j. Then 2djXij will take its

“inimum value for a set of values of the x;; in which each variable takes the values
‘hor 1. Since the rows and columns of X = t;3) add up to 1, it follows that this matrix
/ontains precisely one 1 in each row and in each columnand so is a permutation
Hialrix,

Now we turn to eigenvalues. The problem we are concerned with is an eminently
practical one. We wish to calculate the eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix A.
ihe entries in the matrix A are subject to various sources of error, such as rounding-

4f errors, etc., and the matrix actually presented is the symmetric ‘matrix B=A+E,

vhere E is the error matrix and presumably has small entries. The problem isto

eetimate the errors in the eigenvalues which arise from these errors. The inequality
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of Wielandt and Hoffman stated that, if we arrange the eigenvaluesof A,B in ascendingorder as Aj,...,A, for A and y,,. -+,Uy for A and w,,..., Uy for B then

n n
>, Ai — uy)? < », e452
i=1 i,j=1 !

To prove this result we turn the problem round. We suppose that d,,..., AnLys eeey
Uy are given, A, B are matrices with these eigenvalues and E = B — A, and we seek
the minimum value of %e4;*, Subject to the conditions on A and B.

' We first make the simple and easily checked observation that, if U, V are orthogonal
matrices, then the sum of the squaresof the entries in the matrices E, UE, EV, UEV

mmare all the same. Now,by the principal axes theorem wecan find orthogonal matrices
U,V suchthat

L = U-1AU, M = VBV-!
where L = diag (a,,... »An), M = diag(u,,..., ty).

Then if W = VU

MW — WL = VEU

and hence we have to minimise the sum of the Squares of the entries of MW — WL as
W rangesoverall orthogonal matrices. But this sum of Squares is

(ij — Aq)?wij?

Write xjj = Wjj?, so that

2Xij = 1
1

UXjj =”ij

and x;j > 0. Then the minimum value of D(y;— \4)?x;j is attained in particular forX= (x;;) equal to a permutation matrix, and hones this minimumis alsoattained forthe original problem with W equal to the same matrix, whichis orthogonal.

It follows that the minimum value of Xe::2 is equal to the minimum value of
D(ujy’ — Aq)? overall permutations i > ior 1,...,n. This minimumis attained for the
identity permutation since otherwise, for some 1,U(¢ +4)’ < uy’ and by interchanging

n
Meg + 1), and 4’, we decrease d (ui? — Ay)? by

i=1

(Hi? — Massy) Ajay — 24).

This concludes the proof. We may note incidentally that if we have equality,i.e.,

re4;” = Z(uj — Aj)?

the W can be takento be the identity, and hence we can reduce A,B simultaneously to
diagonal form. ;
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Ohm Sweet Ohm

| Iach vertex of a (3-dimensional) cube is joined to every other vertex by a 12
existance.

Vial is the total resistance between any two vertices ?

ach vertex of a tesseract (a 4-dimensional cube) is joined to every other vertex
41 122 resistance.

What is the total resistance between any two vertices ?

imawers p. 31)

‘The Optimum Size for an Establishment

hy H. Ww. O. Petard

(he Hditor would like to thank Professor M. V. Wilkes who discovered this paper

jiile recently and very kindly passed it on to Eureka. As older readers will know
‘he wuthor was famed in mathematical circles for his incredible article on the Mathe-
malical Theory of Big Game Hunting which appeared in the American Mathematical
Monthly during 1938 and later in Eureka no,16. The article below was probably
»+itton some time during the war)

i Introduction

'! is « Commonplace that the amount of work done by an Establishment of Civil
eivants is not directly proportional to its size; indeed, cases may readily be quoted
which an increase in staff has impeded rather than furthered the objects for which

establishment exists.

in (he present paper I shall examine the problem analytically; and derive formulae by
‘euns Of which the optimum size for an establishment may be determined. I shall
sake use for this purpose of the Kinetic Theory of Civil Servant Swarms which has
seen developed by Ponticelli. As this theory is not as well known as it deserves, I
piopose in the next section to give a brief summary of the most important results.

lle Kinetic Theory of Civil Servant Swarms

‘he fundamental concept in this theory is 'pressure', which may be defined as the
force that the establishment as a whole can bring to bear in order to achieveits
jects, for example, to overcome the obstruction of other establishments or depart-
mente, or itself to obstruct some design originating from without. At first sight it
might be thought that a Civil Service establishment, by virtue of the random motions
/ \(s members, would exert a pressure of precisely zero;a moment's consideration
(he analogous case of a gas consisting of molecules moving with random velocities,

't!, however, show that this is not the case, and that in fact a finite pressure is

‘twaye exerted. This pressureis, of course, less than the pressure of a hypothetical

peeudo-establishment in which the energies of the staff are all oriented in the same
hheeetion,
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I will not here enunciate all the results of the Kinetic Theory, for which reference

should be madeto the original sources; two results, however, are of particular

importance:

(a) In order to do work an establishment must continually expand.
(bo) The larger the establishment becomesthelessis the pressure it exert

3. The Optimum Size for an establishment, 

We shall suppose that the establishment consists of n members; this numberis only

to include those membersof staff in positions of responsibility, as it is not my inten

tion in this paper to examine in detail the relations existing, for example, betweensti

officer and his secretary. Let a fraction k of each officer's time (office hours only

being considered) be devoted to the work of the establishment*, and let a fraction m
be devoted to productive work; the difference, namely (k-m), will then be devoted to

internal liaison with other membersof the establishment. We will suppose for sim

plicity that the quantities k and m are the same for all members. Normally, k? and

higher powers may be neglected. In what follows it will be convenient to take the

working day as the unit of time.

Since each officer has to liaise with each of his (n—l) colleagues, we have, assuming
he spends the same amountof time with each,

k — m = a(n— 1)

where a is a constant.

The total time spent on liaison by all the officers taken together is then

an (n—1)

while the total time spent on useful work is

nm

It will thus be seen that as n increases, the time spent on liaison increases much

more rapidly than the time spent on useful work.

If we assumethat the size of the establishment is optimum when these two quanities
are equal, we have |

an(n—1l)=nm**

or n=l+wm/a

Since exactly half the time k is spent on useful work, we must have

m=1,k

so that the above equation for n becomes

m =1+k/(2a)

 

* We shall not consider what use is made of the remaining fraction (1—k), as it is
felt that this could better be dealt with elsewhere, and by other methods,

** We reject, regretfully, the solution n = 0
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\ Numerical Example
 

illustrate the foregoing results in a practical case, let us suppose that the daily

‘con between officers is limited to the writing of one short minute, or the making

ue short telephone call, the total duration being on the average 3 minutes. If the

.(h of the working day is five hours, we have

a = 3/(5 x 60) = 0.01

» now take for k the value 14, we get for n

n=1+ 14/(2 x 0.01) = 26

ihe optimum size for an establishment under these conditions is 26.

What Price Virtue?

oautle of Sir Theobald The Prudent contains six rooms and twelve corridors, and

lk regarded as an octahedron, each room connecting with just four others. Sir

‘heobuld has a daughter, Elaine the Fair, much admired by the wicked Sir Jaspar.

sventional entreaty proving vain, Sir Jaspar determinesto win his objective by

se means. Elaine is virtuous—She will yield only with probability (r — 1)/2(r + 1),

here vr. 1 is the price offered in rubies. To seize Elaine by force Sir Jaspar will

-yiive the services of some henchmen—enoughto prevent her eluding them for ever

‘he castle, Lady Elaine and her pursuers move with equal speeds down the cor-

isi she is captured if she finds herself in the same room as a pursuer, Sir

‘separ risks capture and incarceration for non-payment of S.E.T. on henchmen

hive he can enjoy the fruits of his labours, with probability (n — 1)/n,n being the

«ber of henchmen employed. Sir Jaspar will not assist in his dirty work.

‘untle doorkeeper has payed Sir Jaspar 4 rubies protection money and will co-

»etate, Sir Jaspar has at present no other ready cash,his estates being already

vily mortgaged, but he regards money as being of no object up to the limit of his

seanton. He tosses an unfair dud coin to decide his course of action—the probabi-

i» 1/3 for the henchmen, 2/3 for pecuniary appeal.

“hal premium (to the nearest ruby) should Isaac charge Sir Theobald to insure his

soulter's virtue for 20 rubies if he requires an expected gain of 10 per cent of the

eriliuin charged ? (answer D. 31)
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The Football League Eigenvector

by J. R. Gillett

The usual method of compiling an 'order of merit' after a tournament is to compare

the total number of points scored by the different teams (ties being separated by

some arbitrary method such as 'goal average'). This is not entirely fair, however,

since a good team should surely be given more credit for beating a good team than

for beating a poor one. A fairer method is to give each team a 'second order score'

equal to the sum of the scores of all the teams they beat. A fairer orderstill is given
by the 'third order scores’, obtained by summing the second order scoresof the

teams beaten. This method can be continued indefinitely. However, for it to be accep

table in practice the vector of scores (when suitably normalized) must converge
rapidly, so that the final order quickly becomesapparent andis not too different from

the order as usually compiled. The following refinement of this technique has these

properties.

Let A = (a;;) be the nx n matrix (n being the number of teams) in which a;; is team
i's score against team j. (The usual schemeis 2 for a win, 1 for a draw and 0 fora

loss, so in an ‘all-play-all-twice' tournament we have aij + aij = 4 whenever i ~j. To
ensure convergence, however, we give each team a technical draw against itself, so

that A has 1's down its principal diagonal), Let v be the column vector of n 1's. Let

pj(k), team i's 'k-th order score' (i =1,2, ---,n;k = 1, 2, ----), be the i-th coordi-
nate of the vector p(k) = AKv. Thus

.
pil)= ), aij

J=2

is the total number of points scored by team i, plus one, while

n

p(k) = ), aj pjk—1) (k= 2,3, ----- )
J=1

gives greatest credit for teams with high scores against teams which themselves

have high (k — 1)-th order scores. Now let||. || denote a suitable norm, such as the
sum of the coordinates, and let m(k) = p(k)/ || p(k) ||. Then m(k) always converges as
k ~ ©,usually very rapidly, and to the eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigen-

value of greatest absolute value.

The applied mathematician's proof of this, which is the well known 'Power Method'

for finding eigenvectors, is very simple. Let A have eigenvalues \j,A»9, ----- » An

(| A, |>| AQ | = ---- =| A, |) and let x,,x,, ----x, be the corresponding eigenvec-
tors. If

= A,X, + agky fF -mmmmm- + anXp;

then rKAKy = a,x, + AzKaKa,x, + ------- + aKaKa,x,> a1X, ask-> ©.

Hence m(k) = Aky/ || AKy ||> x, ask >»,
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‘iin proof makes three basic assumptions:first, that A has n linearly independent

‘yonvectors; second, that A has a simple eigenvalue A, which strictly exceedsall

‘ior eigenvalues in absolute value; and thirdly, that a, ~0,i.e.v is not orthogonal to

». with respect to the basis of eigenvectors. However, D. R. Woodall (in a private

smunieation) has shownthat all three of these assumptions can be removed and

| w(k) always converges. (The only properties of the matrix A assumed in Wood-

‘\'n proof are that all the entries are non negative real numbersandthat those on

» principal diagonal are positive—the latter only being needed to eliminate the

-ond of the three assumptions).

iore important in practice, however, is that the convergence should be rapid. The

‘wer Method' for eigenvectors is notoriously slow in converging. However, in our

vecial ease of a matrix of non negative entries, whose row sums do not in general

‘fer by too large a factor, the convergence is quite rapid, as can be seen from the

‘sjlowing application (by computer) to the 1969-70 English Football League Division 1.

‘ie teams are listed in the official order, with ties separated by goal average. p(1)

‘ven the actual number of points scored by each team,plus one. The sum of these is

‘io and the vectors 1(2), 7(3), (4) have been multiplied by this for easy comparison.

will be seen that the final order emerges as early as 7(3) (with all ties separated)

ud in very close to the original order. There are, however, some interesting

 

eversals!

p(1) 946n(2)  9467(3)  9467(4)

Pyerton 67 68, 83 68. 63 68, 58

eodn United 58 60, 33 60.10 60. 06

helnea 56 56, 42 06,18 06, 17

herby County 04 do. 28 09, 44 09, 43

iverpool 02 01,92 51.88 91.85

aventry City 90 48,31 48,21 48,25

‘oweustle United 48 ~ 48.90 48.90 48, 89

ivnchester United 46 45. 83 45,65 45. 66
take City 46 44,20 44,10 44,15

Manchester City 44 44,63 44,63 44,60

jaifenham Hotspur 44 43.81 43,57 43.60

Ap eonal 43 42. 68 42.83 42.88

velverhampton Wanderers 41 40.18 40.02 40,02

fharnley 40 38, 87 38.94 38.98

iitingham Forest 39 38, 84 38,91 38,91

veel Bromwich Albion 38 36, 81 37.13 37,14

veal lam United 37 36.94 37,05 37,03

ipewich Town 32 30. 51 30. 53 30.55

aithampton 30 31. 68 31.85 31. 80

iyetul Palace — 28 28.04 28,25 28,23

miderland 27 28, 43 28,59 28, 52

helfield Wednesday 26 24,59 24, 62 24, 67
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The Numerical Range of an Operator

by F.F. Bonsall

Professor at Edinburgh University

Most recent developments in functional analysis need too much background material
to be described in a short self-contained article, but happily much of the theory of the

numerical range is of interest even when restricted to operators on finite dimensional

spaces, and it is then easily accessible.

The history of the numerical range has a clear cut beginning in a short article by

O. Toeplitz (1918). Toeplitz considered the space C” with its usual inner product

(x,y) = )) X,¥, and Euclidean norm || || = (x, x)1/2, and defined the numerical range
k=1

W(T) of a linear operator T:C® > C™ by

W(T) = {(Tx, x) : ||x|| = 1} (1)

It is clear that W(T) is a set of complex numbersthat contains the spectrum Sp(T)

(i.e.the set of eigenvalues of T), for if X is an eigenvalue we can choose an eigenvecto:
x with || x || = 1, and then

A =A(x,x) = (Ax,x) = (Tx,x) € W(T)

Let w(T) = sup {|z| : z eW(T)}, and let || T|| denote the norm of T defined as usual by

|| Ti] = sup {|| Tx |] : | xl] < 1}

It is easy to see that w(T)< || T||, for the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives
(Tx, x)| < || Tx] . |] x || < || T{l . || x |]2; and Toeplitz proved the non-trivial inequality

|| T || < 2w(T).

The constant 2 in this inequality is best possible; for if we take n = 2 and T the

operator T(x,, xX.) = (0,x,), then
f

W(T) = {x,%5:1x,12 + |x, ]2=1} ={2zeC: | 21 < Ib},

so that w(T) = 14,but | T || = 1. These results of Toeplitz already show that the

numerical range is related to both the algebraic and the metric properties of the

operator T and this has been characteristic of recent work. Toeplitz nearly proved

that W(T) is convex, and the proof was completed by F. Hausdorff (1919). This is the

best known theorem on the numerical range but I believe it has been somewhatof a red

herring which may well have delayed the development of a satisfactory general theory,

After 1919 the numerical range was stuck in a rut and little progress was made until
G.Lumer (1961) and F.L. Bauer (1962) independently introduced different concepts
of numerical range for operators on general normed linear spaces where the norm is

not given by a scalar product, so that the Toeplitz definition (1) is not available.
Lumer's construction depends on generalizing the concept of inner product, and I shall
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vol give it here. Bauer's construction uses the linear functionals on the space in the

hollowing way.

lot E be a finite dimensional linear space over the complexfield, andlet || . || be a

vorvm on E, i.e. a non-negative real valued function on E suchthat

x tyl< {| xi t+iyi, axl =lal. ixi Gy «E,a eC),

sult such that || x|| = O only when x = 0. A linear functional on E isa linear mapping

'  »C,and the norm off,|| f |, is defined by

\ fi) = sup{lf(x)| : xl <

iol S denote the unit sphere, S = {x € E: || x|| = 1}, let S'denote the set of all linear
‘imetionals f with || f|| = 1, and let

 

ll ={(x,f): x¢€S,f € S',f(x) = ]f

' inally, given a linear operator T : E~E, we define the numerical range V(T) and the

wumerical radius v(T) by
 

V(T) = { £(Tx) : (x, f) « MW}, v(T) = supi|z| :ze V(T)}

ii in clear that V(T) is a set of complex numbers, since T maps

E

into E and f maps E

into C. Also, since :

(rx); < fll. | Txi < fl. | Ti. i xil,we have v(T) < || T}.

sample 1, If the norm is given by an inner product, i.e. ||x| = (x, x) 1/2, then for

each y © Sthe functional f defined by f(x) = (x, y) belongs to S' and satisfies f(y) = 1,

aud it is the only functional with these properties. Thus in this case V(T) = W(T)

viven by (1).

(4 understand the construction of V(T) the reader may like to work out the following

particular example.

bxample 2. Let E = C2, || x|| = max(| x,!, | x_l) (x = (x,,X2)). Each linear functional

fon B isof the form f(x) = a,x, + aX, with a,,a, complex constants, and it is easy to

heck that || fi) = |a,/1 + | a|. Then (x, f) € Il if and only if

wax(| x l, 1 Xgl) = fay] + lag] = a,xq + apX_ = 1.  
(i) If |x,| =1> |xol, (x, f) € if and only if a, = X,,a,= 0.

(ii) If |x] <1 = |xgl, (x, f) € [if and only if a; = 0,a9 = Xp.

(iii) If |x,] = lxyl = 1, (x, f) € Tif and only if a, = rx), 4, = SX, withr > 0,

Qandr+s= 1.

(ouaider the operator T given by Tx = (ix, + Xo,-- X, — ix,); corresponding to the

silmets of I given in (i), (ii), (iii), we have V(T) = V,U YU Vs, where

v,

—

(&,(ixy +X): 1X] = 1 > Ixgl}=ti + 2: l2l< 4,

v,

-

{X(—x, — ix,):!x,| <1 = |x,|}={—-it+z:lzl< 1},
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V3 = {rk,(ix, + xy) + s&, (— x, — ix,):|x,| = |x,| = 1,r>0,s>0,r+s= 1}

={(r—s)i+ rel sei :r> 0,5 2>0,r +s = 1, 0 € Rh.

By taking t = r — s, we obtain

V3 ={t cosd + i(t + sind) :1<t< 1, de R},

Note that V, contains the points(1,i), (1,— i) but that

V(T)n R= V3; nR={t cosé:t = —sing} = {—1, sin 26:0eR}

Thus V(T) 7 R is the closed interval [— 1,, 1, |, and in particular the point(0, 1) does nw!
belong to V(T). Since (1, i), (1, —i) € V(T) but (1, i) + ¥,(1,—i) ¢ V(T), this shows
that V(T) is not convex.

In fact V(T) is shaped like

 

Although Example 2 shows that V(T) need not be convex, it was proved in 1968 that it
is always connected. We have seen that V(T) is bounded, and in the finite dimensional
case which we are considering here V(T) is a closed set, and these simple facts remuis
our entire knowledge of the geometry and topology of V(T) for a general T anda
general norm. Examples suggest that V(T) is always a very smooth and simple set
no hairy examples are known - and

I

hopethat geometers and topologists will find this
situation a challenging one. Is V(T) pathwise connected? Is V(T) simply connected,
i.e. is C\.V(T) connected ?

It is again easy to prove that Sp(T) C V(T), but using an ingenious argument
Chr. Zenger (1968) has proved the deeper result that

co Sp(T) C V(T),

where, given a set A of complex numbers, co A denotes the smallest convex set contain
ing A.

If we want to knowall about the algebraic properties of an operator T we mustdeter
mine its classical canonical form, and this means that we must determinethe eigen-
values and their ascents, where the ascent of an eigenvalue 2 is the least positive
integer k such that (AI — T)K+1 and (AT — T)K have the same null space, I being the
identity operator. Let dA denote the topological boundary of a set A of complex
numbers. N.Nirschl and H. Schneider (1964) proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Each eigenvalue belonging to dco V(T) has ascent 1.

The proof of this theorem is easy, but it may be moreinteresting to exhibit an
application to stochastic matrices.

Example 3, bet T be an operator on C" given by a stochastic matrix (ajj), Le. aij * 0

for all i,j and » aij = 1 for all i. We provethat every eigenvalue 2 of T with
j=1

| A | =1 has ascent1,
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‘4 prove this, let || * || be the norm on C” given by
n

x || = max(| x,1, ..., [x,!). If y = Tx, we have yj; =), aij Xj, and so
j=1

nh n

yi “ dy aij || S », aij | xl} = Ilxll.

= j=i

ius | Tx || < |x|] for all x,and so || T || < 1. It follows that v(T) < 1, and so V(T)
contained in the unit disc D={zeC:|z| < 1}. Since D is convex, we have

» V(T) CD, and therefore each eigenvalue A with | ’ | = 1 belongs to @ co V(T). There-
ture, by Theorem ‘1, each such A has ascent 1.

ey recently, M.J.Crabb has improved Theorem 1 by showing that every eigenvalue

lielonging to ¢éV(T) has ascent 1. In fact he has proved the following theorem.

‘heorem2. Let u € S and let (AI — T)2u = 0 #(AI — Thu.

ihen V(T) contains the disc {z ¢ C:|z—Al < (3 — V8)||(AI— T)ull}

iliin theorem seemsto lie deeper than Theorem 1, its proof depending on a general-

ition of the Brouwer fixed point theroem dueto S. Kakutani (1941).

‘sample 4. Suppose that V(T) has void interior. Then

T = al + eifR,

where a@,B are real numbersand R is an operator that can be represented by a real

‘iayonal matrix. To see this, note that by Zenger's theorem (2), co Sp(T) has void
‘ulerlor and so the eigenvalues of T lie on a straight line. By Theorem 2 all the
-iyenvalues have ascent 1. Therefore there exist real numbers a, 8 such that the oper-
oro”(T — aI) (= R say) has all its eigenvalues real and of ascent 1. We may there-
jose luke a basis consisting of eigenvectors and then R is represented by a real

tianvonal matrix.

| to nol Know any example in which V(T) has void interior without it being a straight
line segment. Can this occur ?

Hieneralizing the Toeplitz inequality (2), it is known that

   | T || < ev(T)

sul (hate is the best possible constant. In 1969,M.J.Crabb proved that

|| T2)) < nl(e/n)™ (v(T))2® (n= 1,2,...)

serve again the constant is best possible. Since v(T®) = 1| Tn ||, this shows that the

vatio v(T?)/(v(T))" can be arbitrarily large; which makes even more remarkable the
hmequality

w(T") S (w(T))? (n _— i, 2, cee ), 
iiicl) was proved by C.A. Berger (1966) for spaces in which the norm is given by an

beeete i product.

in (his short article I have mentioned only a few of the recent results on the numerical
‘ange und have said nothing about its application to Banach algebra theory, where it

‘tee (ovether the algebraic and metric structures. That is another story.
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150 Friary Street, Reading RG1 1HE

President: Professor M.J. Lighthill, F.R.S., F.I.M.A.

The Mathematical Association was founded in 1871 as the Association for the Improve

ment of Geometrical Teaching, so that 1971 is the Centenary Year. The Association
aims now to bring within its purview all branches of elementary mathematics.

At the momentof writing, the subscription is 2 guineas per annum,with junior mem-

bership at 10s. 6d.; but these rates will be increased next year.

The journal of the Association is The Mathematical Gazette, published 4 times a year

and dealing with a variety of topics of general interest. There is a powerful Reviews

section. The present editor is Dr. E.A. Maxwell. It is intended to enlarge the scope

of publications, starting in 1971.

Equivalence Relations and Scholarship
Problems |

by B

Everybody knows that a set with n distinct elements has 2 distinct subsets. A less

trivial problem is 'How many distinct equivalence relations can be defined on set

with n distinct elements ?' If we have a set S, with n distinct elements and welet R,

denote the number of equivalence relations which can be defined on S,,then by trial

and some error we find that Rp = 1,R, = 1,R, = 2,R3 = 5,R, = 15,R, = 92.

If anybody bothers to perform this verification they will soon cometo the conclusion

that either a formula or a computeris called for, and so as to makethis article

longer and to provide a somewhat tenuous justification for the title we consider the

former possibility. .

Whenin doubt with a sequence of integers it is always worthwhile to try and produce

a recurrencerelation. If we look at the known values for Ry we observe that R, = Ro; |

3.2 4,3 4,3.2
R, =R.+ 3R, + —.R,+R,;R- =R, + 4R2 + —.R,. + ———R, +R
As e425 % 08 4 S$ 4.2°°7 1.2.3 %  °

n(n — 1)
(W) Rn+4 = Rn 7 nRn-4 + 12 Rn-p +... +nR, + Ro

Once (W) has been written down the reader will easily prove the conjecture by induc-

tion and a 'wordy' argument, so it will be left as an exercise.
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4 now we are able to calculate R, for any n, but being pure mathematicians and dis-

‘iking: numerical computations wefly off at a tangent and lookat

iin will no doubt be a fimiliar sight to collectors of old examination papers and the

‘esociated problem of showing that K, is an integer for each integer n will be left as

; problem for the reader.

ii we calculate K, for a few n, we find K, = 1,K, = 1,K, = 2,K, = 5, K, = 15, which

looks rather interesting and worth investigating further. As this is a supposedly

siathematical article, and in order to quell twinges of conscience we will juggle with

some symbols. We have from (J)

  

00 0 ©- XK : ~ Nyn
e ), =e 7, d, Int
n=q9 2: n=o0 k=oK'n:

ee n © 00 we. Kyx i n =
e >) n =}, i », (kx)n _ ‘ 1 okx = exp(exp x)

= n! =n Ki ne n! _,k!n=0 n=o0 *: n=0 k=0

© Kpyx”
t) ~y= ), i" = exp { exp (x) — 1}

n=0

dly. Kp =(—
n (so) neo

Now by logarithmic differentiation and Leibnitz's formula we obtain

n+i n n-j _ n-2

| = (SE +ay+ na—eyye.tne y)en
dx? 1 dxf dxn~1 1.2 dxn-2 dx

|

n(n—1)y

1,2
Tt ges +nK, + Ko© Ky+i = Ky t 2 By-i F n-2

ind as Ry = Kp, Ry = Ky we have Ry = K,, all n.

it would be nice, instead of using (W) to obtain an asymptotic formula for Ry, since as

i» easily seen Ry increases rapidly with n. We have the two useful relation (J) and

‘1)) and having carefully satisfied our consciences above we leave it aS an exercise

for the stout-hearted to show that

log Rn ,loglogn , 1 4, poetoe
= log n— log logn—1

n log n log n

+0 log log n

log? n

ile reader who is more interested in the number-theoretic properties of the Ry may

“are to note and prove the following curiosities: (p is a prime and n a positive

initeper)

 

 



(1) R, = 2(mod p) (2) Roin = Ry+i(mod p) (3) Ry +Ryy1 +Ry+2 = O(mod 2)

(4) The sequence {R,} has a congruence period of placesi.e.
p —

p_
P 7 = Bn (mod p) (n=0,1,... ) Ryn +

 
p_

(5) The sum of 2 : consecutive Rys is = 0 (modp).
p oman

Solutions to Problems

(The editor would like to thank the Archimedeans and Invariants for several of the

problems drawn from the Problems Drive, 1970)

A Triangular Problem: a = 30° 

Two Problems:

(1.3) Consider the congruences below (p,,.. p,,? are the first n? primes)

P = 0(p,)( wee Pyneey

P=1

P=n(Pp)- - » (@p2)

and Q = (p,) (p.) eee (p,)

Q = 1 (Pn4,)- ---

Q =n (pp2_n+,) * #0 (pp2)

The Chinese remainder theorem asserts that these congruences are simultaneously

soluble. Hence clear nxn non-grave points.

2. Only solutions are:

6 1 16 11 6 1 16 =11 6 1 16 11

15 14 3 2 15 14 3 2 15 12 5 2

4 7 10 13 9 7 ° 13 10 7 4 13

9 12 o 8 4 12 10 8 3 14 9 8
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“yoblem for Poultry Farmers: Friday
 

‘iin SweetOhm: ly and 14

‘ial Price Virtue: (hint—show that only two henchmen needed). Answer 9 rubies

leanne is a Jew)

‘iat is it? A 2-dimensional representation of €jjkIShading varies according as sig-

ire of corresponding permutation is +1.

Rook Reviews

vecTOR ANALYSIS

hy Spain (Van Nostrand).

‘iin is a very readable and useful book. Thereis verylittle in it that would not be of

/oat service to a first year mathematician. (Especially one who finds the "Methods of

‘allematical Physics' course difficult in the first term). The treatment is clear and

ucine and takes you step by step through the material. Certainly a book I would re-

miinend to any freshman.

K. McCoy

iii! MANY BODY PROBLEM IN QUANTUM MECHANICS.

wy N. I. March, W. H. Young and S.Sampanthar (C.U.P)

') quantum mechanics as in other branchesof physics, approximate methods are

-yerally needed for calculating the behaviour of systems of more than two interacting

ca:ticles. The authors here have aimed to produce a comprehensive but detailed

sv: vey of the subject, suitable as an introduction for research students. Topics include

lear matter, superconductivity and Green function methods. The style and presen-

‘ation are clear, and a large number of complicated Feynman diagrams are reproduced.

‘ere are comparatively few books on this particular subject, and-the present one

ild seem very welcome.

P.J.Bussey

© i.&MENTARY CLASSICAL HYDRODYNAMICS

wy WW. 1. Chirgwin and C. Plumpton (Pergamon)

hie aaterial covered in this book corresponds closely to the syllabus of the Part 1B

Piuid Dynamics course at Cambridge. The text is, on the whole, easy to follow, once

se \e used to the authors' unconventional, if logically justifiable, choice of the symbol

|to represent differentiation following the motion. This could be a useful buy for

“jeone who is not intending to study fluid mechanics beyond Part 1B and does there-

» ot feel justified in buying Batchelor's rather moredetailed work.

J.J.Barrett
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SOME TOPICS IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS

by E.G. Philips (Pergamon)

This book forms a sequelto the author's well known volume 'Functions of a Comples
Variable' and a knowledge of this volume is assumed in the new book. Thefirst two
chapters give an introduction to elliptic and Jacobean elliptic functions and includes «
section on elliptic integrals. Among other topics treated are conformal transfor mil):

which includes a short discussion of the biquadratic and generalised Joukowskitravis
formations; there are short chapters on the Maximum modulus principle; integral fun
tions; infinite series and Gamma, Bessel and Legendre functions are introducedin(lw
final chapter. There are also extensive sets of exercises at the end of each chaptei
As an introduction to the variety of topics it covers this book is excellent; howeverit
has the disadvantage of not going into depth with any of the topics.

B.P. McGiuls :

101 BRAIN-PUZZLERS

by E.R. Emmet (Macmillan)

From a versatile author,a collection of deductive problems requiring no specialised
mathematical knowledge other than a basic 'feel' for numbers. The problems comeii

various categories—miscellaneous,football matches, missing digits, cross numbers

etc.,and in varying degreesof difficulty, but within each section there is rather a leh

of variety. An unusual feature is that over half the volume of the book is devoted to

the solutions and full description of the logical steps leading up to them,

D.R. Grey

THEORY OF BEAMS

by T. Iwinski, translated by E. P. Bernat (Pergamon)

This modestlittle book should provide anyone with an interest in Laplace transforms
with the opportunity to see how the theory is applied to solving problemsrelated to
beams. A wide variety of complex cases are considered, which makes the book
interesting, if concentrated, reading.

P.O. Gersliin

METRIC SPACES

by E. T.Copson (C.U.P)

This book based on a course of third year lectures given in the University of St.

Andrews,covers about one third of the material supposedly covered in the Analysis IV

course given to second year students at Cambridge. This aside, the material included

is dealt with in a sensible amountof detail, and the treatment is leisurely without beliw
verbose. This leads to a degree of clarity unusual for an analysis textbook. The priiif

ing is up to the high standard customary of the Cambridge University Press, which

helps to make this a very useful introduction to the subject.

J.J. Barrel
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Povics IN ALGEBRA aa)

Mins H. Perfect M.A. (Pergamon)

i's book is intended by the author 'to provide interesting supplementary reading for

ixth form mathematician’. The scope of the text is very well judged to bridge the

» tetween A-level study and early university work. Topics dealt with are: polynomial

‘lieu; determinants and matrices; vector spaces; complex numbers; congruencesand

vite fields; rings and fields; and classes and Boolean algebras. The text also attempts
-icourage the potential autodidact to break from the formal tuition to which he will

» bhoen used. This means that the text is rather long, but in spite of this, most of

» inlerdependencies of the subject matter are relegated to subnotes. The profusion

such notes (27 in the 27 pages of the first chapter) and the constant need to make
references to maintain clarity of thought on the text, seem to methe deficiencies

ihe work. Miss Perfect reveals an excellant judgement of how muchto do on these

vicn' to both satisfy and stimulate the reader. I fear, however, that the explanatory

‘es Will deter all but the most enthusiastic and determined students. The text is
‘ly suitable for formal class use. Those with the courage to carry it through to the

i will have a most useful preliminary survey to early university algebra.

M.A. Lewis

/4it...8CTIVE OSCILLATIONS IN A PLASMA

vy A. L. Akhiezer et al (Pergamon)

» first three chapters of this book contain most of the standard theory of collision-

plusma oscillations, microinstabilities, etc.,in the development of which the

iin school, led by Landau, has played so great a part. It is rather less turgid

1) most Russian books. The last two chapters contain more recent material on

itoring, fluctuations, and related phenomena.

C.J. Myerscough

At+VANCES IN PROGRAMMING AND NON-NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

jilted by L. Fox (Pergamon)

/iie book represents an important advancein the theory and application of program-
‘uu, in that it is the first successful attempt to combine a number of papers on dif-

oul aspects of programming for non-numerical uses. The whole is well collated,

‘1 by the authors and the editor, and forms a good introduction to all the important
+h in this field in recent years. The two main sections, entitled ‘Advances in pro-
‘miming’ and 'Non-numerical applications', differ greatly in their value, the first,

niy mind, being far more useful, the second far too vague and general. This, how-

+i, in a criticism of the subjects, not of the authors. Despite having redundent ver-
‘aye in chapters(i), (vi) and (ix), this book can thoroughly be recommendedto anyone

vinhes to become familiar with the basic ideas and notation of this very impor-

«( branch of computing. I am told there is an error in the proof of one of the theo-
of chapter (iv), The typesetting and layout of the book are excellent.

J. L. Dawson
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A SECTION OF PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF NUMBERS

by W. Sierpinski (Pergamon)

This little book, written by the most eminent memberof the Polish school of mathe
matics, consists of three chapters. The first: 'On the borders of geometry and arith
metic', the second: 'What we know and what we do not know about prime numbers',
and thirdly: 'One hundred elementary but difficult problemsin arithmetic'. Chapter|
is confined to problems connected with the two-dimensionallattice of integral points
in the plane. The problems posed areall fairly 'natural' and their solutions are all
quite elementary (If the reader is tempted to think the problemsaretrivial I recom
mend him to try and provide solutions as elegant as Sierpinski's), Several unsolved
problems superficially similar to some of the solved problems are mentioned,with
some referencesto the literature. Chapter 2 contains a wealth of miscellaneous pro
perties and conjectures about prime numbers, butit certainly does not exhaust the
subject, as the title might suggest. The problems posedin the third part of the book
are nearly all unsolved at the moment, and are likely to remain so far a considerable
time to come. In this section the problemsare not very difficult, for example, p 14:
"Do there exist any infinity of primes of the form x2 + y? + z2 + 1,x,y,z integers ?'
is quite easy. The book as a whole makes fascinating reading (the odd typographical
error and quaint translation from the Polish, do nct detract from the enjoymentof the
book), and can be warmly recommendedto anybody with an interest in Arithmetic.

W. J. Ellison

ALGEBRA VOLUME 1

by L.Redei (Pergamon)

With 823 + xviii pages this book coversa great deal of ground—approximately 60
Square inchesif laid flat. It is an English translation of a Germantranslation of the
original Hungarian edition; nevertheless the style is readable. The main topics dealt
with are groups, rings, and fields, with the emphasis on the latter two. Much of the
development of groups and rings is carried out in parallel. Various unusual items
are included, many of them the work of the author. A minor curiosity is the 'list of
symbols’ on pp. xvii-xviii which is precisely what it claims to be—no page numbers
are indicated and is consequently about as useful as a table of even prime numbers,
The typography is remarkably free of errors. The price is rather prohibitive, and |
would not recommendit as an undergraduate text; on the other hand it is not quite
deep enough for research requirements. Despite this, any self-respecting mathe-
matics library should possess a copy.

I. N. Stewart

MODEL ANSWERS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS FOR A-LEVEL STUDENTS

VOLUME 1: DYNAMICS | |

by J.D. Sweetenham and D. M. Esterson (Pergamon)

This is a valuable book for mosi A-level students. It does not provide solutions with
full explanations—a student who is very uncertain would do much better to look up a
text—but the sort of answers which would get full marks ona paper. As is necessary
for all those not possessed of a superhuman writing speed, a student must decide
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hal detail to put in, what to leave out—a task easy in retrospect, but not necessarily

‘the A-level stage. In this, the book is a great help—one hopes that as long as one

( put up with exams, books such asthis will exist to help the student,

A. Kaletzky

F« TOR MEASURES

»y N.Dinculeanu (Pergamon)

» most noticeable feature of this book is its persistent generality. The principal

‘iiple of this is that, as the title indicates, the book studies set functions taking
‘it values in any Banach space. The approach adoptedis the classical one, rather
si (le approach via the Daniell integral. The first two chapters give a straight-

vird and thorough account of the theory of set functions, their extensions to larger

nn of sets, integration, spaces of measurable functions, and the Radon-Nikodym

sorom, They also include a discussion of the lifting problem for L, i.e. the problem

/ + hoosing a memberf of each equivalence class feL, in such a way that the set f:feL
‘loned under all the algebraic operations, defined pointwise. However, such topics

product measures, and real variable integration and differentiation are not inclu-

‘od ‘The third and final chapter gives a good explanation of measures on regularity

“ditions and disintegration of measures. In summary,I cannot recommendthis

vk as an introduction to measure theory, but it may be of some use as a reference

+k for certain topics, particularly the lifting problem, Borel measures,and,of
vwitne, the special problems of vector measures.

P.,G. Dixon

HN AUNSIAN QUADRATURE FORMULAE

by A. It. Stroud and D. Secrest (Prentice-Hall)

iis hook might be called the 'bible' of Gaussian Quadrature. Until recently, Newton-
ion methods were more commonly used for numerical integration, having the

styantige of being based on equally spaced data when so many tables of special func-
were given in this form. With the advent of the automatic digital computerthis

no longer such an important consideration in the choice of a method of numerical

sfogrution. For one thing we are no longer put off by having to use data at points
‘tt irrational values, Gaussian quadrature formulae give a higher order of preci-

‘ion and converge under conditions which are almost always realisable in practice,
ihereas Newton-Cotes formulae are usually asymptotically divergent with the number

PF points used,

| large extent this book has only been made possible with the developmentof high

yood automatic computers—the nodes, weights and error coefficients given in the

‘len were calculated, checked and printed by a CDC 1604. Triple precision was
et in the calculations, allowing the carrying of 39 decimal digits, and the values are

‘.en lo 30 significant figures! Yet it might be argued that book format for tables is

of date and it would be better to produce them on punched paper tape or cards,to

‘jiniise errors in transcription.

‘(lio first chapter the authors survey the basic properties of Gaussian quadrature

‘iulue, discussing orthogonal polynomials, properties of coefficients and the con-

»iyeonce of Gaussian formulae. FORTRAN programs for calculating the zeros of the
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orthogonal polynomials and the coefficients employed in Jacobi, Laguerre and Her»

mite formulae are described in the second chapter. A welcomefeature is the chajite:
which points out various uses of the tabulated formulae, including product formulae

for multiple integrals and the solution of integral equations. In a chapter on error

estimates the author's comment that 'it is commonly conceded that Gaussian formu

lae are the best for use for integrands with high order derivatives. But it is also

widely thought that they are not appropriate for functions having only low order deri
vatives'. They demonstrate that the latter opinion is erroneous. Before presenting

the 16 tables that are the 'rason d'etre' of the book, they survey other tables and

give a 65 entry bibliography.

D.C, Joyer

SERIES EXPANSIONS FOR MATHEMATICAL PHYSICISTS

by H. Meschkowski, translated by R. Schlapp

CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

by J.C. Clegg (both: Oliver and Boyd)

' Tt is a shamethat the publishers have found it necessary to price these new additions

considerably higher than previous in the series of University Mathematical Texts.

There is no longer sufficient difference between the prices of these books and others

on the same subjects to make them the obvious choice for an undergraduate. Someviis

for instance who was sufficiently interested in the Calculus of Variations to buy a bow
solely on that subject would probably be interested enoughto afford Pars' treatise;

while someone simply wanting to know enough for the Part 1B Mathematical Methods

course would be satisfied with the relevant chapter of Jeffreys and Jeffreys. In style

and readability, however, these books are of the same standard as othersin the series

J.J. Barrett

P. O. Gershie

S.M.P. ELEMENTARY TABLES

(C.U.P)

This is the second edition of the only three figure tables I have ever seen. If you are

in need of tables of sines, cosines, tangents, logarithms, squares and square roots to

such an accuracy then this is for you. But where are the anti-logarithms? However,

these tables, with their useful collection of formulae, should prove ideal for school use

C.D. Evaine
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